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Selective growth of high quality GaN on Si „111… substrates
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We demonstrate selective growth of high-quality GaN by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy on
Si~111! wafers patterned with SiO2. GaN was grown on wafers having two different buffer layers.
The first buffer layer contains two AlGaN/GaN superlattices, separated by GaN spacer, grown on
AlN, with a total thickness of 400 nm. The second is a thin AlN~1.5 nm! buffer layer. X-ray
diffraction confirms ~0001! growth orientation, smooth interfaces, and coherence lengths
comparable to the layer thickness in both samples. In the case of the thin AlN buffer layer, the
tensile stress measured by the E2 Raman line shift is attributed to the mismatch in the thermal
expansion coefficients of GaN and Si. However, when the AlGaN/GaN superlattice buffer layer is
grown first, a reduced stress is measured. High carrier concentrations~'1018 cm23! are seen in the
GaN grown on the thin AlN buffer layer, which we attribute to the incorporation of silicon from the
substrate during the growth process. The superlattice buffer layer is seen to inhibit this diffusion,
resulting in a carrier concentration of,1017 cm23 in the GaN. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~00!01214-6#
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GaN is an important wide band gap semiconductor d
to numerous applications in electronics a
optoelectronics.1,2 GaN is generally grown on sapphire o
silicon carbide substrates. However, it would be highly a
vantageous to grow GaN on silicon substrates3–6 due to po-
tential integration between GaN high power electronics a
silicon technologies. Stress, ubiquitous due to lattice m
match~17%! between Si and GaN and due to differences
their thermal expansion coefficients, is critical because
causes dislocations and even cracking. We have rece
demonstrated that high quality GaN can be deposited
Si~111! without cracks, provided an AlN buffer layer and
short-period AlGaN/GaN superlattice~SL! is grown prior to
the GaN.7 We find this to be superior to GaN grown wit
only an AlN buffer layer.

This work describes the preparation of high quality G
on Si~111! when the substrate wafers are patterned w
SiO2, to produce ‘‘windows’’ of exposed Si surrounded b
the oxide ‘‘mask.’’ Two different buffer layers are studie
The first buffer layer is identical to what we used previou
to demonstrate high quality GaN on Si~111!.7 The second
buffer layer is thin AlN, which inhibits SiNx formation at the
substrate interface, provides coalesced growth islands of
which are well oriented and provide a smooth surface for
GaN. We use atomic force microscopy~AFM!, triple-crystal
x-ray diffraction~XRD!, and Raman spectroscopy to demo
strate that high quality GaN is deposited in the window
gions. We find that GaN also forms on the oxide mask, w
poorer properties.

The growth experiments were carried out on Si~111! wa-
fers having a 2 in. diameter. Thermal oxide was grown
the wafers at 1100 °C to a thickness of'200 nm. The oxide
was patterned using photolithography into large wind
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fields, ranging in width and length from 0.2 to 10 mm.
final wet etch step was used to ensure hydrogen termin
surfaces of the silicon in the window regions.8 Nitride depo-
sition followed using gas-source molecular beam epita
~GSMBE! with ammonia. Growth was initiated by exposin
the wafer surfaces to Al,9 followed by exposure to
ammonia.10 Repeating this procedure 5–10 times suppres
the formation of silicon nitride islands on the silico
window11 and form a well-oriented template for subseque
growth of GaN and AlGaN. A cross-sectional diagram of t
sample is shown in the inset to Fig. 1. The buffer layer
sample A consists of a 60 nm AlN layer, followed by tw
AlGaN/GaN superlattices~each SL 45 nm thick separated b
250 nm of GaN!.12 This approach has been used to demo
strate growth of GaN with excellent crystal quality usin
MBE7 and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition.12 The
final GaN epilayer of sample A was'0.5 mm thick. The
buffer layer of sample B was thin AlN~'1.5 nm!. The GaN
epilayer of sample B was'1.0 mm thick, so that both

FIG. 1. A 2u-v diffraction pattern of the GaN~0002! peak on sample with
AlGaN/GaN superlattice buffer layer. The inset diagrams the sample.
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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samples have comparable total thickness. Both GaN la
were grown at 1000630 K.

In situ reflection high-energy electron diffractio
~RHEED! confirmed uniform coverage by the buffer lay
over the window region for both samples. For sample A,
GaN growth mode on the buffer layer was two-dimensio
with a 232 surface structure. For sample B, thre
dimensional growth was seen during the formation of
first islands of GaN. After five minutes of growth we ob
served a mixture of 131 and 232 surface structures o
GaN. After seven minutes we saw 232 surface structure
which corresponds to two-dimensional growth of Ga
Deposition of GaN also takes place over the oxide mask.
SL buffer layer of sample A provided uniform oxide cove
age. In contrast, the thin AlN buffer layer of sample B r
sulted in AlN islands on the oxide, with incomplete cove
age.

XRD from the window regions of samples A and B e
hibited only the~0002! and ~0004! reflections, confirming
that the GaN was grown in thec5@0001# direction. A 2u-v
diffraction pattern of the GaN~0002! peak on sample A is
shown in Fig. 1. The sharpness of the~0002! peak demon-
strates high crystalline quality and the presence of Pende¨-
sung fringes confirm flatness of the GaN surface an
smooth interface with the buffer layer. This is in good agre
ment with AFM surface topography measurements. In b
samples we find'7–8 nm root-mean-square~rms! rough-
ness of the GaN over the window regions (20mm320mm
scan range!. XRD 2u-v diffraction measurements of th
~0002! peak from sample B showed a similarly narrow lin

The ~0002! peak full width at half maximum~FWHM!,
as a function of the layer thickness, is shown in Fig. 2~open
squares!. For comparison, the data from Ref. 7, together w
their curve calculated for ideal crystalline layers13 as a func-
tion of thickness, are included. The good agreement betw
measured and calculated FWHM shows that GaN layer
samples A and B have good crystal perfection with verti
block size comparable to the total layer thickness. The m
sured FWHM is greater than the theoretical value for sam
B because of the three-dimensional growth in the early e
taxy stage. This results in an x-ray coherence length sma
than the total thickness of the layer.

Figure 3 shows Raman spectra from samples A and

FIG. 2. Open squares are XRD linewidths~FWHM! of the GaN ~0002!
peak. Closed circles are data from uniform GaN films on Si~111!, and the
curve is calculated FWHM vs thickness for ideal crystalline layers.7
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both taken from the window regions. A logarithmic intensi
scale is used. The band at 520 cm21 is the Si substrate O~G!
phonon. Near 566 cm21 is the E2 ~high! band from GaN, and
at 735 cm21 we observe the A1~LO! phonon. The presence o
these two bands is consistent withc-axis backscattering,14

confirming, along with the XRD data, that the GaN hexag
nal structure@0001# crystal axis is parallel to the Si@111#
direction.

Figure 3~and the inset! shows a reduction in the A1~LO!
band intensity in sample B. For undoped material,
A1~LO! to E2 relative intensity should be'1:3.15 When free-
carriers are present the plasma interacts with the A1~LO!
phonon, resulting in a mixed phonon–plasmon mode. T
mixed modes gain intensity at the expense of the A1~LO!
phonons16 and blue shift with increasing carrier concentr
tion. Along with the intensity reduction of the A1~LO!, the
higher coupled plasmon–phonon band (L1) is observed at
higher energy than A1~LO!. For sample A we estimate
carrier concentration to be,1017 cm23 based on the A1~LO!
to E2 relative intensity. Capacitance–voltage measureme
support these estimates.17 For sample B we observe a re
duced intensity, a blueshift, and broadening. We estimate
carrier concentration to be'1018 cm23 based on the
A1~LO!-plasmon coupled mode peak energy18 and the
A1~LO! to E2 relative intensities. We observe higher carri
concentrations~.1018 cm23! in the GaN over our mask re
gions, as well.

Elevated carrier concentrations can stem from two
fects: Incorporation of dopant species and the presenc
native point defects, such as vacancies. It has been p
ously seen that the substrate can be a source for dopan
oms in GaN grown over SiO2.

19–21 In the present case o
GaN in the window region, a plausible source for fre
carriers is out diffusion of silicon from the substrate duri
the growth process, as reported in Ref. 22. Sample A ha
much weaker impurity incorporation from this effect tha
sample B. We conclude that the AlGaN/GaN SL buffer lay
in sample A acts as an impurity diffusion barrier, in agre
ment with Ref. 7. This can be attributed simply to the diffe
ent buffer layers of samples A and B. Transmission elect

FIG. 3. Raman spectra~room temperature,lL5514.5 nm) of each sample
well inside the window regions. The inset shows higher S/N acquisition
the A1~LO! region.
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micrographs show threading dislocation walls, which ori
nate near the silicon substrate, and propagate upward thr
the nitride layer to the SL. Beyond the SL, the thread
dislocation density is drastically reduced~i.e., grain sizes in-
crease!. This, combined with the low free-carrier concentr
tion detected in sample A, lead us to suggest that the thr
ing dislocation walls enhance Si diffusion into the GaN. T
thin AlN buffer layer is not an effective impurity diffusion
barrier. Perhaps this is because the grain size remains s
during the early phases of the growth, as seen from
RHEED measurements. In addition, the diffusing impurity
believed to be silicon. Prior work dealt with GaN grown ov
SiO2, in which case Si was suspected but O could not
ruled out.19,21 In our present case, oxygen atoms are unlik
to diffuse into the GaN above the window regions in su
ciently large quantities to cause the doping effect we
serve.

The E2 Raman band is known to shift with stress.23,24

Our average of 25 measurements within the window reg
~far from the window/mask edge! of sample A give an E2
shift of 22.660.1 cm21 corresponding to a tensile stress
0.3460.05 GPa.24 Stress shifts the E2 phonon of sample B
~far from the mask edge! by 23.160.1 cm21. This implies a
tensile stress of 0.4060.06 GPa.

The tensile stress on the GaN epilayer in the wind
region is mainly due to the thermal expansion mismatch
tween the GaN epilayer and the substrate. The thermal
pansion coefficients (a5] ln a/]T) of the respective materi
als are 3.5931026 K~Si! and 5.5931026/K~GaN'c axis!.25

Using these values, the Young’s modulus~E! and Poisson
ratio ~n! from Ref. 26, and«a5(sa /E)(12n) we calculate
the tensile stresssa in the GaN due to thea mismatch with
Si to be 0.39 GPa. The measured values are within erro
each other, and that calculated based on expansion co
cient mismatch. However, most of the error bar comes fr
the stress-shift calibration,24 and less than60.01 GPa comes
from the phonon energy variation. The Raman data sh
that the stress is greater in the window region of sampl
than A. We conclude that the stress in sample B is attrib
able to the expansion mismatch between GaN and Si, w
the thin AlN buffer layer playing a negligible role. Th
smaller measured value in the window region of sample A
attributed to the presence of the SL buffer layer.

In summary, we have demonstrated GSMBE growth
GaN on patterned silicon substrates. We show that high q
ity GaN grows selectively in the window regions. Based
AFM, both samples show good surface morphology. XR
and Raman confirm@0001#-oriented crystal growth. The
crystal quality is comparable to that of our previous G
uniformly deposited on Si~111! wafers. Raman scattering ex
hibited narrow E2 phonon bands. Based on the E2 phonon
redshift, the tensile stress on the GaN is found to be
primarily to differences in the thermal expansion coefficie
of GaN and Si. Agreement between the measured and ca
lated stress is best for sample B~thin AlN buffer layer!. A
measurable phonon shift, corresponding to partial stress
-
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laxation, is observed in sample A, due to the presence of
SL buffer layer. In addition, we believe the SL buffer lay
to serve as a diffusion barrier to silicon incorporation in t
GaN.
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